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Inflatable DOG BOX
Comfort and Security Through Impack Protection
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FIRST

The „Green“ DogBox
Certified: Toxin-Free Material
for Humans and Animals
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www.sportvibrations-dogbox.com

Why did we develop
the TAMI dogbox?
We share our homes with cats
and dogs. It was especially
irritating to our wives to have to
heave heavy metal dogboxes in
and out of the car. Furthermore,
the boxes created major clutter
when they were not in use. We
are a German design team who
have been working for years with
Woosung, the world’s largest
producer of inflatable water sports
devices—mainly surf boards and
kayaks—and other objects for
daily use. They all are made from
Dropstitch Material. One day
while my wife was lifting the metal
dogbox, a light went on in her
head: Why not develop a dogbox
from strong, lightweigh Dropstitch
Material?
Dropstitch technology is still
relatively unknown, even though
the German Army has used it
for decades for motorboats and
speedboats. And now, hundreds
of thousands of enthusiastic
sportsmen and -women use
inflatable surf boards. And well
over one hundred thousand cows
lie comfortably on mats made from
this supple but robust Dropstitch
Material.
What is special
about this material?
Thousands of fibers stabilize the
walls of the TAMI dog box, while
air pressure gives it a flexibility and
springiness that we call its airbag
function. If you hit the brakes
hard, or swerve in a curve, or even
collide with something, your dog
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Inflatable in seconds

Soft interior,
joint-friendly

Emergency exit

Airbag function

hits the TAMI dog box soft, flexible
walls and can’t get hurt.
Dropstitch Material can rightly
be labeled “ultralight“. Whereas
conventional dogboxes, made
from metal, weigh 20 to 30 kilos
(44 to 65 pounds), the mediumsize TAMI dogbox tips the scales
at about 13 pounds. It can be
folded up into a neat package, is
easy to carry, and - best of all simple to store. Storage problems
become a thing of the past. You
can leave the folded box in the

trunk of your car it’s only about
8 inches thick. The flexible shell
of the TAMI dogbox won’t damage
the interior of your car. Of course,
the dogbox has buckles so that it
can be securely anchored to the
car when in use.
The whole dogbox is waterrepellent inside and outside,
completely washable-and this
very hygienic because it contains
no textile, metal or wood. Inflating
the medium-size dogbox with

a hand pump takes about 20
seconds. Then you open the
TAMI dogbox with a zipper that
can be „intelligently“ blocked,
so that your dog cannot open it
and get out.

We think that with this new
dogbox construction we have
created a welcome alternative
for our fourlegged friends and
their owners.

Ensuring further security: an
emergency escape device.
Should the trunk door become
jammed in an accident, the dog
can be freed from inside the car.
A large net around the TAMI
dogbox provides good ventilation.

Industrial designer

Ernstfried Prade

Daniel Weinberger

Chartered engineer (FH)
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The advantages at a glance
The world‘s first inflatable and
foldable box for transporting dogs,
made from „Dropstitch“ Material.
Unique feature of Dropstitch Material:
Thousands of filaments are integrated into
the side walls of the box to stabilize it.
They provide cushioning as protection in
case of a collision.
Ultralight handling. The featherlight
weight makes it easy to handle the box.
Transport is easy with a special carrying
strap. In addition, recessed windows
provide secure grips, making it easy to
carry the dogbox when you’re traveling.
The box folds up to a thickness of 20 cm
(about 8 inches) and easily stored.
Or, leave it in the car as a floor pad.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Tough, heavy-duty zippers


2 Generous front entrance; hinged
door opens upward.

3 Door and side portholes of tearresistant mesh ensure good
ventilation.

4 Emergency top exit can be opened
from the passenger area.

5 Exterior and interior material is nontoxic
PVC, tested and given a seal of
approval. Nontoxic glue (no Toluol)
used throughout.

6 Inflate the box with a high-volume
foot pump in just seconds—		
15 seconds for medium-size (M) box.

•
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•
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•

FeaTHERLIGHT TO CARRY

11 The soft floor is easy on the joints of

7 Stable box shape. If for any reason

larger dogs.

the air should leak out, the TAMI
box retains its shape and doesn’t
collapse.

12 An additional surface protects the car

8 Security zipper—the dog can’t unzip
the box from the inside.

9 Metal dogboxes frequently damage

a car’s interior. That can’t occur with
the inflatable TAMI dogbox. It is soft
on the inside and outside and can
be squeezed a few inches. If the
box sticks out a bit from the car it
“gives” when the trunk or door is
closed.

from dirt and scratching when the
dog climbs in and out of the box.

The TAMI dogbox is heat- and coldresistant—up to 50°C (122°F) and
down to minus 40°C (minus 40°F)



Hygienic: Exterior and interior walls
are completely water-resistant and
can be sprayed to clean. The box
dries very quickly.

•

10 A storage net on the side can hold a
dog bowl and water bottle.

• •
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INFLATES IN SECONDS

•
•
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•
•

•
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•
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In addition to transporting the dog, the
TAMI box is also ideal for the dog to
sleep and hang out in comfort at home.

•
6

5

The cuddly box with the pet-friendly interior. No sharp edges.
Soft impact protection.
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Heat-resistant

Robust

Contaminant-free

Car-friendly
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5,6 kg
12.3 lbs
4,5 kg
10 lbs

Unlike conventional boxes, the TAMI
box is wonderfully lightweight. This
is made possible by the thousands of
fine polylester filaments between the
outer and inner walls, which give the
walls stability. That’s why the TAMI
dogbox can be constructed of such light
materials.

3,5 kg
7.7 lbs

The second great advantage is that it
takes just seconds to fold the box into
a small, neat packet that is easy to carry
and easy to store anywhere.
Or just leave it in the trunk, where it
takes up very little space.

Ultralight

Water-resistant

Easy to clean
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52 x 35 x 13 cm
20.4 x 13.7 x 5“

55 x 36 x 20 cm
21.6 x 14 x 8“

78 x 38 x 20 cm
30.7 x 15 x 8“
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2,8
6.2

3,5
7.7

kg
lbs

4,5 kg
10 lbs

kg
lbs

Dropstitch filaments
Multilayer Special Lamination is the secret of
the box’s robust outer layer and airtightness.
The outer PVC layer is protected from UV rays
by a film.
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The advantages of DropstitchConstruction for your dog:
Thousands of filaments stabilize the walls of
the TAMI dogbox, and air pressure makes
it both flexible and springy—protecting your
dog if you break hard or turn sharply, or, in
the worst-case scenario, have a collision. If
the dog hits the soft, flexible wall, the inner
wall yields and the filaments lose their tension
(1). Then, the inner wall springs back and the
filaments assume their previous stabilizing
form (2).
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TAMI SEATBOX

B 45 x T 45 x H 42 cm
W 17.7 x D 17.7 x H 16.5“
Suitable for: Yorkshire Terrier,
Pekinese, Dachshund, Miniature
poodle, Pomeranian
–––––––––
Packsize B 45 x T 22 x H 14 cm
W 18.5 x D 8.7 x H 5.5“
Price 389 Euro
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TAMI XS

TAMI S

Suitable for: Yorkshire Terrier,
Pekinese, Dachshund, Miniature
poodle, Pomeranian
–––––––––
Packsize B 52 x T 32 x H 13 cm
W 20.5 x D 12.6 x H 5.1“
Price 399 Euro

Suitable for: Jack Russel Terrier,
Poodle, Spitz, West Highland
Terrier
–––––––––
Packsize B 57 x T 40 x H 20 cm
W 22.4 x D 15.7 x H 7.9“
Price 439 Euro

B 52 x T 63 x H 54 cm
W 20.5 x D 24.8 x H 21.3“

B 57 x T 80 x H 64 cm
W 22.4 x D 31.5 x 25.2“
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4,8 kg
10.6 lbs
75
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5,6 kg
12.3 lbs
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4,7 kg
10.6lbs

6,2 kg
13.7lbs
43
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6,7 kg
14.7lbs
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TAMI SPECIAL
subject to change

B 81 x T 70 x H 65 cm
W 31.9 x D 27.6 x H 25.6“
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Suitable for: Fox Terrier, Cockerspaniel,
Border Collie, Schnauzer –
designed for hatchbacks
–––––––––
Packsize B 81 x T 35 x H 20 cm
W 31.9 x D 13,8 x H 7.9“
Price 449 Euro

83
99

80

60
70

TAMI M

TAMI L

Suitable for: Fox Terrier,
Cockerspaniel, Border Collie,
Schnauzer
–––––––––
Packsize B 80 x T 43 x H 20 cm
W 31,5 x D 16,9 x H 7.9“
Price 469 Euro

Suitable for: Labrador, Irish Setter,
German shepherd, Collie, Rottweiler, Giant
schnauzer, Airedale Terrier, Dalmatian
–––––––––
Packsize B 99 x T 42 x H 20 cm
W 39 x D 16.5 x H 7.9“
Price 499 Euro

B 80 x T 86 x H 63 cm
W 31.5 x D 33.9 x H 24.8“

B 99 x T 83 x H 66 cm
W 39 x D 32.7 x H 26“

TAMI BACKSEAT M

B 70 x T 60 x H 70 cm
W 27.6 x D 23.6 x H 27.6“

Suitable for: Foxterrier,
Cockerspaniel, Border Collie,
Schnauzer
–––––––––
Packsize B 67 x T 30 x H 23
W 36.4 x D 11.8 x H 9“
Price 509 Euro

100

60

TAMI BACKSEAT L

B 100 x T 60 x H 70 cm
W 39.4 x D 23.6 x H 27.6“

Suitable for: Labrador, Irish Setter,
German shepherd, Collie, Rottweiler, Giant
schnauzer, Airedale Terrier, Dalmatian
–––––––––
Packsize B 97 x T 30 x H 23 cm
W 38.2 x D 11.8 x H 9“
Price 519 Euro
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The Seatbox is secured with the seatbelt - also on the backseat.
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exclusive – the SEATBOX

The exclusive little Carrier
has all of the security features
of the larger Tami dogboxes.
It is designed especially to fit
into the angle of the seat and
the seatback in most modern
vehicles. The carrier fits snugly
and is secured with the seatbelt.
The TAMI SEATBOX weighs just
2.8 kg (6.2 lbs) and so is very
easy to carry. Four rings on the
carrier’s floor mean that the
SEATBOX can be safely secured
to all types of vehicles.
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BACKSEAT BOX

The main argument for the
TAMI Backseat Box is that
it fits into practically every
four-door car. The TAMI
Backseat Box is inflated in
the car and forms directly
on the backseat. Choose
between the TAMI Backseat
Box M and L according to
the size of your dog.
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Of course the TAMI Backseat Box can also be
used as a trunk box.
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The entrance door is opened and
closed with tough, long-life zippers.

Recessed windows also provide side
grips to carry the dogbox

A touch of the finger opens the
side vent.

A grip at the bottom is for carrying
the folded-up dogbox.

Large tear-proof net panels ensure
good ventilation.

The Tami dogbox is made of a
hygienic material that is waterresistant inside and out. The box can
be completely cleaned with water.

The zippers can be blocked from
the outside, so that the dog can’t
worry them open from the inside.

An additional soft floor cushion can
be ordered as an accessory.

ABREISE

The exterior of the dogbox is
completely pliant and cannot
damage the interior of your car.

Strong straps with snap hooks
secure the dogbox in the trunk of
the car.

If—for whatever reason—the air
should seep out of the box, the TAMI
dogbox retains its shape and does not
collapse on the dog.

HOLIDAY HOME
CAR RENT
USE SPECIAL FLIGHT-BOX
IN AEROPLAN

The TAMI dogbox is super-easy to take on trips.
Stow a water bottle, a leash, or a
bowl in the gear net on the side.

DEPARTUREDie
/ TAXI
Reisefreundliche Box CHECK-IN

Schleudert der Hund in eine Seitenwand,
so dämft diese den
Aufprall weilRENTAL
sie wei
RENTALCAR
VACATION
ein Schau7mgummi nachgibt und wiedewr zurückfedert.

Strong eyelet rings on the the
bottom of the box are for securing
it in the trunk.
ON TAMI
THE PLAIN:
The
dogbox is not
USEuse
SPECIALBOX
for
in a plane.

SKIZZEN.indd 1
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Travel-friendly, inflates in seconds, stows in seconds,
saves space in the trunk of the car
UV-resistant
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Use as home box

Flexible for traveling

Foldable/space-saving
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your
dog
on every
terrain
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driving safety
Enthusiastic Tami-Box owners told us
that their driving safety has increased
considerably. The reason for this is the
flexible TAMI DOG BOX with a kind of
„airbag function“. With this knowledge,
you can fully concentrate on road traffic,
while earlier you always wanted to be
considerate of your dog, so that the dog
does not crash into the hard side walls
when cornering or braking hard.

Airbag Funktion
22
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SPORT VIBRATIONS®
Ulla & Wolfgang Svoboda oHG
Industriestrasse 11, D-96317 Kronach
info@sportvibrations-dogbox.com
Office: +49 - 92 64 36 28 900
Mobil: +49 -15 15 75 97 501

www.sportvibrations-dogbox.com

